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Introduction 
Go green with rotational moulding 

1

       Rotational moulding is a valuable resource 
for all garden product manufacturers. From the 
production of pots of almost unlimited shapes and 
sizes to the manufacturing of accessories such 
as vertical wall planters, garden edging, fences, 
watering cans and many other articles, rotational 
moulding is a point of reference in a wide range 
of applications. 
Thanks to the possibility of moulding hollow 
articles with almost no limit in terms of size and 
shape, rotational moulding allows manufacturers 
to develop increasingly broad and diversified 
ranges of garden products for use in a variety 
of  applications from indoor spaces to all private 
and public outdoor areas. The introduction of a 
greater number of finishes and surface decoration 
techniques helps rotomoulded garden products 
constantly improve and become more and more 
important players in everyday home landscape.  

  



Nicoli

Collection Ops
  

Euro3Plast

Tradition and Modernity
           The story of Euro3plast is told by its products 
where tradition and innovation live together and 
talk to each other and where flexibility becomes 
the key to the future for a company  that is able 
to interpret market changes and move with the 
times without losing its own identity.  
Euro3plast  production is divided into six brands 
for satisfying the requirements of different types 
of target customers. Despite their varied nature, 
all items embody one single project philosophy 
where the quest for beauty meets technology.  
Euro3plast stands out not only for research, 
innovation, attention to  details and product 
care but also - and above all - for environmental 
responsibility. 
A clear principle, a value translated into a corporate 
mission where management systems are a 
starting point for improving  company’s quality 
standards and environmental performance.  

Link: www.euro3plast.com
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      Nicoli has been cooperating with gardening 
experts for more than 30 years.  Relying on this 
experience Nicoli has developed a wide range 
of functional, high-quality rotomoulded products 
for decorating green spaces in line with ever-
changing market trends. 
Among the most recognizable Nicoli products, the 
Ops collection includes a range of modern design 
pots with a unique advantage: thanks to their 
polygonal shape available in various sizes they can 
easily fit into all indoor and outdoor corners. Since 
the Ops pots are double-walled, they can also 
be used as cachepots. They are manufactured 
using rotational moulding in a  matt, slightly rough, 
high-quality finish.  They are the ideal solution for 
indoor spaces but also for terraces and gardens 
thanks to their resistance to UV radiation and to 
their thermal resistance at temperatures between  
-60° and +80°C

Link: www.nicoli.com



Slide Design

Bamboo
             The unique Bamboo pot designed by the French 
design agency Tous Les Trois and manufactured 
by Slide Design,  embodies the innovative concept 
of pot/partition: a multifunctional object able 
to meet the most varied space organization 
requirements.  The simple sprawling lines of a 
bamboo forest are reproduced in Bamboo, a thin, 
illuminated pot  that, being 80-cm high, can also 
be profitably used to divide spaces with a touch 
of elegance. 
Unobtrusive, versatile but elegantly shaped, 
Bamboo is the ideal solution for both indoor 
and outdoor spaces. Made of rotomoulded 
polyethylene  Bamboo is available in a wide range 
of colors and may come in a lacquer finish and 
with an in-built light system. 

Link: www.slidedesign.it

  

TeraPlast

City Line
        City is the line of pots manufactured by 
TeraPlast for use in both indoor and  outdoor 
spaces. Their neoclassic shapes perfectly fit into 
a variety of architectural contexts. 
The City pot line is manufactured using rotational 
moulding and includes a series of models, each of 
them featuring a unique functional shape. 
The City pots can also be used in urban 
environments for decorating streets and green 
areas such as municipal parks and public gardens. 
An internally lighted version is also available that 
makes these pots particularly evocative in the 
darkness. 

Link: www.teraplast.com
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Rotomachinery Group

100% Rotational Moulding

Poliplast

Powder materials for rotational moulding
       The production of thermoplastic powders for 
rotational moulding is Poliplast core business. Over 
the past few years Poliplast has accessed the 
European market successfully competing with 
major well-established multinational companies. 
Our aim is to stand out not only for the high quality 
standards of our products but also for our short 
delivery times, timeliness and reliability that have 
always been part of Poliplast DNA.  Our point of 
strength is our wide range of products available 
in diverse colors to meet the increasingly specific 
market requirements.  
Thanks to a well-equipped in-house laboratory 
and the collaboration with external accredited 
laboratories Poliplast can cooperate with its 
customers in tackling market challenges and 
meeting end user requirements. 

Link: www.poliplastspa.com
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                      Rotomachinery Group is committed to meeting 
all mouldmaker requirements from raw material 
preparation to the development of finishing 
accessories. Purchasing a machine, a mould or 
an accessory from Rotomachinery Group means 
starting a new production process very quickly 
and becoming the owner of a reliable, versatile, 
technological ly advanced manufacturing 
technology, the fruit of a 45-year experience and 
dedication to innovation. 
Our corporate philosophy has always been 
our constant quest for manufacturing quality. 
All preparation and assembly work is carried 
out on our shop floors and the most delicate 
and complex parts are assembled and tested. 
Every single machine is tested before delivery. 
Reassembly work and personnel training are 
very quick  thus reducing commissioning time 
and allowing customers to immediately start 
production.
Link: www.rotomachinery.com

  



Roto Moulds
Moulds for  rotomoulding

      Roto Moulds was founded in Cologno al Serio 
(Bergamo) in 2006.  The desire to become a 
reference mouldmaker for the rotational moulding 
industry helped the company grow over years 
until 2014 when Roto Moulds enlarged its 
manufacturing plant and increased its personnel. 
After ten years of  successful manufacturing and 
marketing activities always aiming at customer 
satisfaction and loyalty, Roto Moulds is now the 
ideal strategic partner for all the  companies 
operating in a wide range of industries from 
furnishing to building  or with the most varied 
technologies that, thanks to rotational moulding, 
are able to implement their projects.  Over the past 
few years Roto Moulds has expanded its reach 
while increasing its customer base also thanks to its 
participation in trade fairs, events and conferences. 

Link: www.rotomoulds.com

  

Elbi - 21st Design Lab
Tao

            The 21st Design Lab collection by Elbi is  like a 
logbook where technical engineers and designers 
are like seamen starting their adventure on the 
open sea towards the unknown. The primary 
aim of Elbi is to explore: its cooperation with 
Italian designers allows it to expand its borders, 
to increase viewpoint diversity and to develop 
creativity. 21st Design Lab is a collection of landing 
points discovered and marked on the new art 
maps. The depth of this research also depends 
on the combination of materials, colors, shapes 
and images.  
Drawing inspiration from the eternal, essential 
force pervading all matter in the Universe, Tao 
develops between two opposite polarities  
represented by two complementary shapes 
merging into one single object. The two shapes 
merged together create a single item looking like 
a two-petal flower ready to be picked. 

Link: www.21st-design.com
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ARTYPLAST ROTACIONAL s.l.
P.I. Sant Pere Molanta - Sant Miquel d’Olérdola, 15
08799 OLERDOLA (Barcelona)
Tel:  +34 938920219
www.artyplast.com                           info@artyplast.com

ASTRO srl
Via Fornace, 4
24050 - Mornico al Serio (BG)
Tel: +39 035 844060
www.astrosrl.it                                        astro@astrosrl.it

BOCA srl
Via Marelli, 15
28060 San Pietro Mosezzo (NO)
Tel: +39 0321 468976
www.bocaitaly.it         roberto.marinoni@bocaitaly.it

CORDIVARI srl
Zona Industriale Pagliare
64020 - Morro D’Oro (TE)
Tel:+39 085 804 01
www.cordivari.it                                     info@cordivari.it

DRAM srl
Via E. Brigatti, 12
20152 - Milano (MI)
Tel: +39 02 4597757
www.dramsrl.com                                info@dramsrl.com

FLUID AIRSYSTEMS snc
Via Marzabotto, 20
41042 - Fiorano (MO)
Tel: +39 0536 076224
www.fluidairsystems.it                  barbieri@fluidairsystems.it

LANULFI srl
Via dell’Industria, 1
36010 - Monticello Conte Otto Vicenza (VI)
Tel: +39 0444 946083
www.lanulfi.com                                 mlanulfi@lanulfi.com

NUOVA SIMPLAST snc
Loc. San Martino Nisocco, 11
12046 - Montà (CN)
Tel: +39 0173 974100
www.simplast.com                    simplastgroup@simplast.com

EUROTANK NORD srl
Via Dell’Artigianato, 4
26867 - Somaglia (LO)
Tel: +39 0377 570192-3
www.eurotank.it                                           info@eurotank.it

INDUSTRIE POLIECO MPB srl
Via E. Mattei, 49
25046 Cazzago S.Martino (BS)
Tel: +39 030 7241521
www.mpb.it                              commerciale@mpb.it

MOULDING SERVICE sas & C.
Via Mincio, 51
41056 - Savignano S.P. (MO)
Tel: +39 059 776601
www.mouldingservice.it                       info@mouldingservice.it

PERSICO Rotomoulding spa
Via G. Camozzi, 8
24027 - Nembro (BG
Tel: +39 035 4531 811
www.persico.com     rotomoulding@persico.com

ACERBIS ITALIA spa
Via San Carlo Borromeo, 19
24027 - Nembro (BG)
Tel: +39 035 772611
www.acerbis.it                                     oem@acerbis.it

A.SHULMAN - Ico Polimers Italy srl
Via Baragiola, 6
21050 - Gorla Maggiore (VA)
Tel: +39 030 9363010
www.aschulman.com                   info@icopolymers.it

BARATE’ SANTINO srl
Viale Industria, 48
27025 Gambolò (PV)
Tel: +39 0381 348955
www.barate.it//                                                 info@barate.it  

CACCIA ENGINEERING srl
Via U. Giordano, 1/13 (Cascina Elisa)
21017 - Samarate (VA)
Tel:+39 0331 707070
www.cacciaeng.it                                   info@cacciaeng.it

DOMO - Engineering Plastics Italy spa
Via Linfano, 18
38062 Arco (TN)
Tel: +39 0464 587676
www.domochemicals.com                 i  nfo.depi@domo.org

EVA STAMPAGGI srl
Via Cal Longa Z.I.
31028 - Vazzola (TV)
Tel: +39 0438 740433
www.evastampaggi.com                info@evastampaggi.com

IPIESSE spa
Via Ponte di Pietra, 34
27100 - Pavia (PV)
Tel: +39 0382 525710
www.ipiessepv.it           marcopaludetti@ipiessepv.it

NICOLI srl
Via del Lavoro, 10
36070 - Brogliano (VI)
Tel: +39 0445 947344
www.nicoli.com                                      info@nicoli.com

ENI - VERSALIS spa
Piazza Boldrini, 1
20097 - San Donato Milanese (MI)
Tel: +39 02 52032388
www.versalis.eni.com              info@versalis.eni.com

GERBALDO POLIMERI srl
Strada del Collaretto, 16
12030 - Caramagna Piemonte (CN)
Tel: +39 0172 89637
www.gerbaldopolimeri.it                  info@gerbaldopolimeri.it

MATRIX POLYMERS
The Priory Orchard Hill, Little Billing
Northampton - NN3 9AG - UK
Tel: +44 01604789100
www.matrixpolymers.com          info@matrixpolymers.com

PAGANI srl
Via Monte Misma, 17/19/21
24050 - Calcinate (BG)
Tel: +39 035 293580
www.paganistampi.com                    info@paganistampi.com
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POLIPLAST spa
Via Carrali, 8
24020 - Casnigo (BG)
Tel: +39 035 724145
www.poliplastspa.com        info@poliplastspa.com

RAINERI RENATO
Rotational Consulting
Via Vecchia, 11
25049 - Iseo (BS)
Tel: +39 035 772611               renato.raineri@alice.it

ROTO LINE srl
Via Torricelli, 14
46028 Sermide (MN)
Tel: +39 035 772611
www.rotoline.it                                          info@rotoline.it

ROTO MOULDS srl
Via Antignano, 61
24055 - Cologno al Serio (BG)
Tel: +39 035 891153
www.rotomoulds.com         info@rotomoulds.com

ROTOTEC spa
Via dell’Artigianato, 6
61026 - Luano (PU)
Tel: +39 0722 7228
www.rototec.it                                               info@rototec.it

SPILA srl
Via dei Fabbri, 2
41057 - Spilamberto (MO)
Tel: +39 059 781263
www.spilasrl.com                                 info@spilasrl.com

TEKCNOPLAST srl
Zona Industriale La Martella - Via Vincenzo Alvino
75020 - Matera
Tel: +39 0835 307358
www.tekcnoplast.it                        info@tekcnoplast.it

VE.CA spa
Via dell’Artigianato, 8
36020 - Albettone (VI)
Tel: +39 0444 790328
www.vecaspa.com                veca@vecaspa.com 

ELBI spa
Via Buccia, 9
35010 - Limena (PD)
Tel: +39 049 8840677
www.elbi.it                                                           info@elbi.it    

SDT srl
Via Archimede, 550/570
47521 - Cesena (FC)
Tel: +39 0547 301456
www.sdt-rotomoulding.com 

sdt@sdt-rotomoulding.com

SUNBASKET srl
Via G. Rossa, 5
43058 - Sorbolo (PR)
Tel: +39 0521 604360
www.sunbasket.it                                    sun@sunbasket.it

TERAPLAST spa
Via del Progresso, 65
36070 - Castelgomberto (VI)
Tel: +39 0445 444100
www.teraplast.com                          info@teraplast.com

POWDEREX srl
Via S. Desiderio, 49
25020 - Flero (BS)
Tel: +39 030 3663800
www.powderex.eu                             info@powderex.eu

ROLLING PLAST srl
Via Nino Bixio, 14
35010 - Gazzo (PD)
Tel: +39 049 5963173
www.rollingplast.it                          info@rollingplast.it

POLIVINIL-Rotomachinery spa
Via Crosa, 53
28065 - Cerano (NO)
Tel: +39 0321 772021
www.polivinil.com                           polivinil@polivinil.com

ROTOSTAR srl
Via Magenta, 45
21015 - Lonate Pozzolo (VA)
Tel: +39 0331 661626
www.rotostar.it                                rotostar@rotostar.it 

ROTOTECH srl
Strada Druento, 34
10040 San Gillio (Torino)
Tel: +39 011 9847901
www.rototech.it                                            info@rototech.it

STARPLAST srl
Via dell’Artigianato, 43
61028 - Mercatale di Sassocorvaro (PU)
Tel: +39 0722 725108
www.starplastsrl.it                  g.stefano@starplastsrl.it

TELCOM spa
Via dell’Industria, 21 
72017 - Ostuni (BR)
Tel: +39 0831 348111
www.telcomitalia.it                          gciola@telcomitalia.it

XM TECH srl
Via del Progresso, 65
36070 - Castelgomberto (VI)
Tel: +39 0445 445315
www.xmtech.it                                  info@xmtech.it

BIT & GML srl
Via dell’Impresa, 19
62014 - Corridonia, Mc
Tel: +39 0733 280188
www.bitgml.com                                        info@bitgml.it

SIVIPOL srl
Via Dell’Artigianato, 68
36030 - Villaverla (VI)
Tel: +39 0445 856215
www.sivipol.it                                                     info@sivipol.it

TECNOMODEL srl
Via Enrico Fermi, 361
24040 - Barbata (BG)
Tel: +39 0363 914640
www.tecnomodel.com      

tecnomodel@tecnomodel.com

TOTAL -  Research & Technology Feluy
Zone Industrielle Feluy C
B-7181 - Seneffe – Belgium
Tel: +32 064514129
www.total.com                    research-feluy@total.com
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MERCK spa
Via XI Febbraio 99  
20090 Vimodrone (Mi) 
Tel: +39 848 845 645 
www.merck.it                     CSR-IT@merckgroup.com

SLIDE srl
Via Lazio, 14
20090 Buccinasco (Mi)
Tel: +39 02 48 80 716
www.slidedesign.it                               info@slidedesign.it 

PRODESCOM ROTOMOLDEO sl
Avenida Alemania 38-40, 
03420 - Castalla (Alicante)
Tel: +34 966 543 282
www.prodescomrotomoldeo.com
info@prodescom-rotomoldeo.es
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